
    Settle Down Lighten Up (lyrics)  (parenthesis are extra thoughts) 

 

Hook: 

 

Settle down lighten up confusion doesn't make a nation 

Settle down lighten up stop the drama agitation 

Settle down lighten up (2 times) 

 

 

Verse:   

 

Universal truth not flesh it's unseen 

Something to Believe In represent One Team 

Enough of the snits to control the world “That's meannnn :0” 

This thing between our ears thinks clear, Us G's (peace to “Sky-high-atrist”  

“Got your mind in a bearhug” "What's goin on. Yo. Chill chill"... 

"Geeeeeee", and "Freedom Jazz" :o) 

 

Hip hop across the planet tuned to the We 

Retreat into our Fellowship pray the People free 

Live and Let Live within the peace how we see 

Closeness maybe conflict but we're always family 

 

We don't mind ourselves or anyone else love verse  

(Keep resting and pooping ...and have an apple/banana for us :o) 

Word is bond Spirit to-win first things first 

Fight the hatred in the right way break a curse 

Twinks jokes remember the Civil Rights Multiverse 

(Peace through music) 



 

Are meaningful poetic lens light to confusion 

Celebrate the genuine teaches drama snoozin 

G.O.D. Progressive true words that we choosin 

If they respected Owlin love it wouldn't be delusion  

(if they knew that love was the truth, like we do in  

our Fellowship over these many years, then it  

wouldn't be delusion...so we can just pray for the best... 

it's all going towards the good) 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Settle down lighten up confusion doesn't make a nation 

Settle down lighten up stop the drama agitation 

Settle down lighten up (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Since the world is closer everyday humor in our differences  

One Faith of love, not dwelling on religiousness 

Cover up or not God within every instances 

Every “Little Nook” :o) to heal cultural magnificence 

(every story has its own special funny things that we can bring loving light to... 

if the world lets us share, but so much of it is political tantrums drama (lots of love)  

and asserting opinions and Persuasions... it's going to have to take time) 

 

Onward and upward in the changes life songs 

Everybody's special the lies a footstool then gone 



Celebrate the love Wu Wei Shine On 

Earth deserves a better deliberation word bond 

 

 

It's all been preparation see the end and we begin 

Healing Quantum truth energy from within (Tao Quantum physics) 

Lie deserves the next so be cool one kin 

We said it before but here's more while we in 

 

The world is all up in it now collective People's mind 

Victory is in the surrender all in God's time 

Expression is a Consciousness we love and remind 

When they get to 26 shed some light one kind 

 

Hook: 

 

Settle down lighten up confusion doesn't make a nation 

Settle down lighten up stop the drama agitation 

Settle down lighten up (4 times) 

 

Outro: Peace Giving thanks to “Stronger Together”, Good Luck and Godconfidence :o) 

Peace to “That’s our way of expressing things” and bodily functions ain’t no thang, we’re all dealing with 

life….Reeespect….take your time…Peace to “have a night away”…Love and gratitude to making 

Something outa nothing and not nothing out of something (somebody else’s something is something to 

that Person…)…and thanks to all the Leaders across the Globe who make sure there are music stages at 

peacefull protest events so that there can be Art. It brushes the dust off of every day life. Let’s be 

encouraged. Peace 

 


